Dr Sidransky's work is best known for his pioneering efforts in molecular detection approaches based on the identification of clonal genetic changes in many bodily fluids including urine, saliva, stool, and blood. The Sidransky laboratory has pioneered several recent major innovations in this area. Many of these approaches, such as the hypermethylation of p16 in human cancers and the discovery of mitochondrial mutations at high frequency in many tumor types, have shed new light in the field of cancer biology and detection. Dr Sidransky also discovered that circulating free DNA was in fact derived from tumor cells by showing that this DNA shared the identical genetic changes present in the primary tumor. Dr Sidransky has also led new approaches in molecular staging based on the identification of micro metastatic disease in various tumors. This approach may one day be the standard for staging patients with cancer and will allow for more aggressive therapy in patients with minimal residual disease. Throughout his career, Dr Sidransky has tried to bridge basic research into the clinical setting and has published over 200 research papers and reviews. His recent awards include the Sarstedt International Research Prize (German Society of Clinical Chemistry 1997) and The Alton Ochsner Award Relating Smoking and Health (American College of Chest Physicians 1998). 
